Assurance of Learning Task Force Minutes

Date: Wednesday, October 2, 2013
1:05 – 2:00 p.m. 124 CWH

Present: TJ Brooks, Nicole Gullekson, Peter Haried, Kim Lyons, Betsy Knowles, Glenn Knowles, Bruce May, Shane Van Dalsem, Ryan White

1. New Accreditation Standards discussed by Dean May
   a. Impact, engagement, and innovation are important
   b. Request for 1-2 people to attend AACSB conference in March
   c. Discussed who will attend conference, future needs of the committee and make-up of the team

2. Approval of minutes (9.18.13): M/S/P approved 7-0

3. Updates
   a. Let Betsy know when meetings with student groups are scheduled
   b. Freshmen Meet and Greet – board with CBA learning outcomes will be there
   c. Sept 27 workshop feedback
   d. Bill Cerbin asked for a panel about teaching and learning processes at the UW-L teaching and learning conference.

4. Social Responsibility Panel discussion
   a. Discussed vision of the panel – backward design...what are we looking for
   b. Structure – how were people asked, guiding questions
      i. how is sustainability viewed in your field (what does SR mean)
      ii. what are you doing in your major (department wide)
      iii. what are the connections between the fields – how fit together
   c. How do we use conversation to impact change?
      i. Make recommendations about how CBA moves forward

5. Did not get to meeting agenda items:
   a. Marketing AOL [Agenda: Marketing of AOL]
   b. MGT 449 discussions
      i. Discussion around integration
      ii. Challenges of task or ETS for college; course implications

Next Meetings:
   Oct 16 - CITM
   Nov 6 – Assessment of the Assessment System
   Nov 20